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Overview
• UK supports “polluter pays”. Where possible 

environmental externalities should be priced in by tax or 
regulation to remedy market failures.

• But, there may be social welfare objections where 
“social” pollution is concerned and the externalities can 
be impossible to price accurately.

• Full application of “polluter pays” may distort competition 
and just displace, not remove pollution unless it is 
applied equally across relevant markets.

• Where there is little alternative to polluting activity, higher 
prices will not necessarily shift behaviour anyway.

• Making a difference therefore may require positive 
incentives     



Examples of Obstacles to “Polluter 
Pays”

• Is the full cost of damage to water quality from fertilisers 
priced into food production and do water prices 
encourage lower usage?

• Is reduced VAT on household gas consumption 
consistent with “polluter pays”?

• How to calculate the externalities of air travel and price 
them in effectively?

• How to make developers of property responsible for 
restoring the site when their building is derelict?

• Difficulty of agreement at European level on regulations 
and especially taxes on “polluter pays”

• Impossibility of international agreement on taxes/laws 
and WTO obstacles to environmental trade barriers



When to use Positive Incentives
• Developing alternatives to polluting 

behaviour – R&D&I including demonstration 
projects

• Creating infrastructure to allow exploitation 
of less polluting alternatives

• Encouraging pro-environmental behaviour 
that the market does not reward adequately



Implications for State aid Policy 

• Commission must be pragmatic. Polluter pays options 
may be impractical or politically unacceptable. Subsidy 
options should be allowed instead if the distortion of 
competition is minimal 

• Member States should be incentivised to introduce 
polluter pays taxes and regulations at national level by 
being allowed to compensate affected operators. This 
may only be remedying a self-imposed market distortion

• The rules should facilitate positive environmental 
incentives to the extent necessary to overcome the 
relevant market failures. The amount needed will vary 
case by case and over time.



The New Environmental Aid 
Guidelines

• Are a big step forward.
• The higher aid intensities offer much more flexibility –

and better fiscal aid rules
• More joined up with wider EU environmental policy, 

better definitions and wider in scope
• The option of up to 100% aid with competitive tender 

recognises that competitive payments for environmental 
public goods may not distort competition

• New 3-stream system - block exemption, normal case 
and in-depth investigation follows economic approach

• We would have liked future-proofing “catch-all” for other 
environmental purposes – resort to 87(3) (c) is uncertain.
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